ProQuest® Legislative Insight is an online resource available for congressional legislative history research. As with all of the library’s databases, you must configure your computer with the Proxy Instructions in order to access remotely.

**Access Proquest Legislative Insight via SARA or the Library's E-Journals**

**Search Our Library**

**Sara Catalog**

Access your library account or search our collection for resources by keyword, title, author or subject. Use Advanced Search options for more precise results.

- **legislative insight**
- **Keyword**
- **Search**

**Choose Search Option**

**ProQuest Congressional**
- ProQuest Congressional Serial Set
- ProQuest Deep Indexing: Advanced
- ProQuest Digital Microfilm
- ProQuest Legislative Insight
- ProQuest Statistical DataSets
- ProQuest Statistical Insight

**ProQuest Legislative Insight**

- **Home**
  - Quick Search
  - Guided Search
  - Search by Number
  - Legislative Process

**SEARCH FEDERAL LEGISLATIVE HISTORIES:**

What’s New?
- 112th Congress Histories:
- 195 Histories Loaded
- Explore changing perspectives in immigration policy:

**CITATION CHECKER:**

input a number in any field to retrieve the equivalent numbers
- **Public Law Number**
- **Statute at Large Citations**
- **Enacted Bill

**NOTE:** Citation Checker on the Home Page retrieves relevant cites when one cite is entered, i.e. entering the enacted bill no. will pull the relevant public law number and *Statutes at Large* Cite.
The **Quick Search** option finds Legislative Histories using keyword searches.

Quick Search retrieves all legislative history materials and allows limiting search results to specific publications from a specific Congress or year.

If you know the Popular Name of the Law, you can access it in Quick Search via the **Popular Names of Laws List**.

Via dropdown menus, a **Guided Search** allows the use of boolean connectors and field specific searching. Limiting searches to specific publications and congresses is also available.
Use the **Search by Number** option when you know the Public Law number of the law you are researching. Select the radio button for Public Law Number, select the appropriate Congress from the dropdown menu, enter the PL number and run the search.

You are researching the **Pay It Back Act** which is **Title XIII of the Dodd-Frank WALL STREET REFORM AND CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT**, Public Law 111-203. Employing the **Search by Number** Option we may easily retrieve the law.

The legislative history of PL 111-203 contains 317 publications and the law itself is 849 pages. You are only interested in the materials that deal with one provision of the act, the **Pay It Back Act**. In order to narrow your results to this one act, check the “Search Publications” box which allows you to search within the full text of the 317 publications.
Clicking the box, *Only show pubs. matching full text search* will pull up the full text publications only. The citations to full text hits are highlighted in a yellow box.

Another way to find a legislative history when you know the Public Law number is to put the PL number in the Citation Checker on the *Legislative Insight* Homepage, then click, the *Go to Legislative History* button.